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Easily skive from 1/2 inch to 3 inch 
Fast and easy setup
Bench mount or Roll Around Stand

The Balflex® SM300 Hose Skiver is capable of skiving hose sizes from 1/2 in to 3 inch, and it has 
features which not only make it easier to set up and use but also make it an outstanding value.

Unique Features of the SM300 Hose Skiver
 
Both O.D.  and I.D. skiving tools use standard easily 
replaceable carbide cutting inserts (arrows) in pal-
ace of the more commonly used high speed steel 
tools.  Carbide inserts stay sharp many times lon-
ger than the more commonly used high speed steel.  
When the carbide inserts do become dull you never 
need to remove or readjust the tool to sharpen an 
insert.  Simply rotate the insert to another cutting 
edge or replace the insert if required.
 
The O.D. skiving tool has two cutting arms.  Both 
can be used for skiving a single hose size, but the 
real advantage is that one arm can be adjusted for 
4 wire hose and the other arm for 6 wire hose.  To 
switch from 4 wire to 6 wire skiving, simply remove 
the insert from one cutting arm and move it to the 
other.  There is no need to readjust the tool.
 
Quick disconnect couplings mean that tool chang-
es are made in a matter of seconds with no need to 
readjust the tool.


